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Company Text Here
Alternative - ADD

Provided vinyl covered chain, cut
by fabricator to one-foot lengths 

and fastened to box with provided
Zinc “U” bolts and bolts secured

with provided nuts. 

Plywood held to studs with 
appropriate screws. All screw holes

filled and sanded smooth.
Alternative methods encouraged.

Studs fastened to
each other with 

appropriate screws,
holes filled and
sanded smooth.



Schedule 40 PVC Pipe,
 provided uncut, cut 
to 4”,3 connections 

to 1/2” plywood, 
countersunk

hardware and filled white.4”

D.1

Provided 
draw clasps,

four per 
game. All

facing same
direction. 

Backyard Ninja

Provided, installed by fabricator
Property of Backyard Action Products, LLC
2/2011





Bocce Balls MUST be 90mm,
No substitutions allowed.



Tossing Bags: 3” x 3” durable material 
filled with plastic pellets or beads. Strong 
double-stiching for no separation.

Quantity 4 blue 4 yellow

Zipper Bag: Canvas material, at least
6”high x 10.5”wide x 1.5”deep. Good 
stiching along zipper for no separation.

Quantity 1 (buyer prefers blue bag NOT 
black bag as shown)

Footbag/Hacksack: 6.5”diameter, filled 
with pellets or waterproof beads. High 
Quality.

Quantity 1 (seller determines style)

Canvas Zipper Bag for small
items



Metal Powder Coated Washers

4 Blue 4 Yellow

.2”



11.5”"

New Artwork
Will Be

Provided
By Buyer

Flying Disc (Frisbee):

MUST MEET SPECIFICATIONS:

175 GRAMS

11.5” DIAMETER

BLUE

QUANTITY 1
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Tower game: six wood stakes, four plastics 
connectors and two wood platforms.

Two wood stakes have pointed ends
Wood stakes are 1/2” thick wood dowel
Plastic connector's are 2.5” long, 5/8”wide

Stakes must be wood, plastic poles ARE 
NOT an acceptable substitute.

Assembled towers



1) lay tower game 
stakes along bottom.

2) place all small parts 
in zipper bag; 8 
powder coated 
washers, 4 plastic 
connectors, 2 wood 
platforms, 1 footbag 
(hacky sack), 1 pallino 
(bocce ball).

3) place bocce balls, 
tossing bags and 
zipper bag in box

4) place disc on top 5) latch second box on 
top.

Packing the game kit



Provide full color paper 
sleeve around each 
game. Buyer will 
provide artwork.
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